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“Busier lifestyle in urban has fuelled demand for prepared
meals which are known for convenience. In general, higher
tier cities/incomes/education consumers show higher
demand in prepared meals. Segment consumption shows
more distinctive differences.”
- Eileen Ngieng, Senior Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

What can brands do to build consumption confidence?
How can brands use transparent packaging to uplift fresh and healthier image?
What more to venture into “convenient” aspects?
Can multipacks appeal better to both families and singles?
Can steam cooking be the answer to nutritious prepared meals?

The core consumers for Chinese style prepared meals which include frozen/chilled dumplings/wontons,
frozen/chilled buns and ready-made congee are families with children, whereas ready meals/noodles/
rice including chilled/frozen/ room temperature that only requires heating are more appealing to
younger singles. Western style prepared meals see increase uptake with higher incomes. There is also
an increasing trend of purchasing via online.
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There is still a wide range of potential to better meet consumers’ demand for convenience, ranging
from user-friendly packaging, ease of preparation methods and accessible portability.
At the same time, consumers are increasingly emphasizing on the health and freshness factors of
prepared meals. Prepared meals often face competition from home-cooked food and dining out,
suggesting imitation from these recipes and methods of preparation, such as steam cooking could
boost frequency usage. Reduce negative health concerns to build consumption confidence via product
awareness through respectful events/personnel whereas transparency packaging could build a healthy
and fresh image.
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The Consumer – Attitudes Towards Prepared Meals
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Transparency in communication build product consumption confidence
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Use healthy ingredients to enhance nutrition value
Figure 60: Agreement with prepared meals statements – selected ingredients focus, by demographics, May 2014
Taste potential with flavours customization and innovation
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Figure 66: Value sales of frozen pizza, China, 2009-19
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Figure 69: Volume sales of non-pizza frozen meals, China, 2009-19
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Figure 73: Prepared meals had in the last 3 months, May 2014
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Figure 86: Reasons for eating prepared meals, May 2014
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Figure 90: Reasons for not having prepared meals, May 2014
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Appendix - Purchase Locations
Figure 94: Locations of purchasing prepared meals, May 2014
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Figure 96: Next most popular locations of purchasing prepared meals, by demographics, May 2014

Appendix – Key Purchasing Factors
Figure 97: Three top factors to purchase prepared meals, May 2014
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Figure 98: Most popular three top factors to purchase prepared meals – Rank 1, by demographics, May 2014
Figure 99: Next most popular three top factors to purchase prepared meals – Rank 1, by demographics, May 2014
Figure 100: Other three top factors to purchase prepared meals – Rank 1, by demographics, May 2014
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‘Prepared meals made with premium ingredients are worth paying more for’, by
‘I would be interested in buying prepared meals using exotic recipes’, by demographics,
‘Prepared meals containing more portions of fruit and vegetables are appealing to me’, by
‘I would like to see more prepared meals packed with extra side dishes’, by demographics,
‘Prepared meal products imported from the country they originate from taste more
‘There is a lack of various pack options of prepared meals for eating on-the-go’, by
‘I would like to see more prepared meals that are easy to prepare’, by demographics, May
‘Multipack prepared meals offer more advantages than single-pack ones’, by demographics,
‘I would like to see more prepared meals designed for various occasions’, by demographics,
‘I would like to see more prepared meals designed for a specific user group’, by
‘I would like to see more promotional offers of prepared meals’, by demographics, May
‘More information should be provided on the product labeling of prepared meals’, by
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